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Abstract

The LinGO (Linguistic Grammars Online) project’s English Resource Grammar and the LKB grammar development environment are
language resources which are freely available for download for any purpose, including commercial use (see http://lingo.stanford.edu).
Executable programs and source code are both included. In this paper, we give an outline of the LinGO English grammar and LKB
system, and discuss the ways in which they are currently being used. The grammar and processing system can be used independently or
combined to give a central component which can be exploited in a variety of ways. Our intention in writing this paper is to encourage
more people to use the technology, which supports collaborative development on many levels.

1. Introduction
Despite the advances that have been made in automatic
grammar learning, there are many applications which require hand-built or partially hand-built grammars for acceptable precision. However, developing precise largecoverage grammars and lexicons of natural languages is
a very time-consuming activity. In this paper we give
an overview of the LinGO (Linguistic Grammars Online)
project’s English Resource Grammar (ERG) and the LKB
grammar development environment which are freely available resources for use in research, teaching and commercial
applications. The LKB is a general-purpose system that can
process the ERG and other grammars written in a typedfeature structure formalism. The ERG is a broad-coverage
grammar of English in the Head-Driven Phrase Structure
Grammar (HPSG) framework which can be used in a range
of applications. Besides the ERG, some smaller grammars
intended for teaching purposes are also distributed. We discuss the steps we are taking to make the ERG and LinGO
processing system as generally usable as possible, and describe some of the collaborative work which has been undertaken.
There are a number of properties of the LinGO resources which, taken in combination, make them unique
in terms of currently available NLP systems:
Availability The LKB system and the LinGO grammars
are freely available on the Web as open source
(http://lingo.stanford.edu): they may be used and
modified by both academic and commercial groups.
The LKB system is implemented in Common Lisp, 1
but is also distributed as a standalone application for
Linux, Windows 98/NT and Sun Solaris platforms,
and can be installed and used by people with no specialist programming knowledge.
Explicit formalization and declarativity The formalism
assumed by the LKB system (Copestake, in press)
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Specifically, the current version runs on Macintosh Common
Lisp, Allegro and Lispworks and on CMU Common Lisp without
graphics.

is a typed feature structure logic similar to (Carpenter, 1992). Because the LinGO ERG has been developed using a core subset of this logic and is completely declarative, it can be processed on a number
of systems (see x2.2. and x4. for more details). The
LKB system necessarily assumes a particular formalism, but it follows the philosophy of PATR (Shieber,
1986) in aiming to be independent of a particular linguistic framework. Although the LKB’s most extensive use has been for HPSGs, it has also been used for
quite large categorial grammars (Sanfilippo, 1993).
Bidirectionality The LKB system includes a parser and a
generator and the LinGO ERG itself is bidirectional.
Linguistic motivation The ERG uses the HPSG framework, which is quite popular among theoretical linguists and for which numerous detailed analyses of
phenomena in many different languages exist. As we
discuss in x3.2., this is an important factor in successful collaborative grammar development.
Scale and Efficiency The LinGO ERG is a broad coverage
grammar (see x2.2. for details). However, at least in
comparison with most previous typed feature structure
systems, processing is highly efficient (see x2.2. for
some details).
Semantic representation The Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS) approach used in the ERG (Copestake
et al., 1999) is fully supported by a module associated
with the LKB system (see 3.3.).
Evaluation tools The LKB system can be used in conjunction with the [incr tsdb()] test-suite machinery (Oepen
et al., 1997; Oepen and Flickinger, 1998) which provides extensive fine-grained diagnosis and profiling
capabilities (see 3.1.).
The LinGO resources are somewhat comparable in
scope to systems developed by companies such as SRI
(Alshawi, 1992) and Xerox (the Xerox Linguistics Environment, XLE, developed at PARC), which are not generally available. Although there are several constraint-based

grammar development systems for which source is freely
available, of which ALE (Carpenter and Penn, 1999) has
probably the widest distribution, the grammars distributed
with them are relatively small compared to the LinGO
ERG. The XTAG grammar (The XTAG Research Group,
1995) is of more comparable size to the LinGO ERG, but
does not include semantics and the XTAG parser is “not
for the casual user” according to the XTAG website. The
LinGO technology is perhaps more similar to the Alvey
Natural Language Tools (ANLT) (Briscoe et al., 1987),
which has been widely used in NLP. However a fee is
charged for the ANLT, the formalism is not as close to a
currently popular linguistic framework, and no generator is
available. Finally, a distinctive feature of the LinGO effort is the unusual degree of cross-center and international
collaboration (see the acknowledgments in x6.). In x3. we
will discuss various issues that arise when we attempt to facilitate collaborative development and common use of the
resources, but first we will give more details of their current
state.

2. The LinGO resources
2.1. The LKB system: efficient technology for
grammar development
The LKB system was originally developed at Cambridge University as part of the EU ACQUILEX projects
as a way of representing and validating highly structured
lexical information (Copestake, 1992). At this point, LKB
stood for Lexical Knowledge Base, and the LKB system
was a tool for construction of such knowledge bases. As
such, efficiency of parsing large grammars was not a primary consideration. When we decided to utilize the LKB
system at CSLI as a more general tool for grammar development, several core components were reimplemented and
efficiency greatly improved (Malouf et al., 2000; Oepen
and Carroll, 2000).
A primary consideration in our efficiency work has been
to avoid any techniques which require lengthy grammar
compilation. Reasonable efficiency is essential for grammar development systems, since it must be possible to
quickly validate changes made to the grammar on extensive
test suites (see 3.1.). But it is crucial that the edit-test-debug
cycle be kept as short as possible, which implies that the
time required to load and reload a grammar must be short.
The ERG currently loads in about 20 seconds with a cached
lexicon, with about another 30 seconds being necessary if
the database used for the lexicon has to be constructed from
scratch.2 Some indication of parsing times can be gathered
from Table 1.
The functionality of the LKB system has also been extended in several ways since its use on ACQUILEX, most
notably:
1. semantic processing using MRS (Copestake et al.,
1999), see x3.3.
2. addition of an efficient tactical generator (Carroll
et al., 1999),
2

The figures we give here, and in the rest of this paper, are for
Franz Allegro Common Lisp 5.0 (Linux) on a 450MHz Pentium
PC with 512 megabytes of memory.

3. integration with the [incr tsdb()] test-suite machinery,
discussed briefly in 3.1.
4. order independent default unification (Lascarides and
Copestake, 1999; Malouf, 1999)
In addition, the LKB system incorporates extensive visualization tools and various debugging aids in an integrated
graphical user interface, which can be customized for users
with different levels of experience. A small number of usersettable parameters allow for different styles of grammar.
2.2. The LinGO English grammar
The LinGO ERG was originally developed and still runs
on the PAGE system (Kiefer et al., 1999). The central
part of the grammar is a type hierarchy, which is used to
structure the lexicon and the lexical and grammar rules.
The grammar currently contains over 15,000 lines of code
(excluding the lexicon, the hand-built portion of which is
roughly 30,000 lines) and has involved a total of around
eleven person-years of effort. Table 1 gives some indication of coverage. We have included some sentences that the
grammar will not accept or generate, since the grammar is
intended for applications where precision is required. The
particular examples here are all taken from the Verbmobil
test corpus (see 2.3.).
The hand-built core lexicon is supplemented by entries automatically constructed from COMLEX information (Grishman et al., 1994). Because the ERG lexicon
is structured by means of a detailed type hierarchy, such a
mapping is reasonably easy to construct. However, one major source of problems is that COMLEX does not provide
subcategorization information for adjectives and nouns that
is adequate for the ERG. We are currently tackling this with
a mixture of hand-coding and semi-automatic acquisition
techniques. The lack of an adequate source of multi-word
entries is also proving to be a serious bottleneck, which we
hope to address in future work.
2.3. Current applications of the LinGO technology
developed at CSLI
The first application of the LinGO ERG was in the
Verbmobil spoken language machine translation project
(Wahlster, 1997). CSLI has been responsible for building the English grammar for the deep-processing component of Verbmobil, which utilizes a semantic transfer approach. The grammar therefore contains good coverage of
the constructions most frequently found in the Verbmobil
data which concerns meeting scheduling and travel reservations: it can currently produce semantic representations
for about 83 per cent of the utterances in a corpus of transcriptions of some 10,000 utterances, which vary in length
from one word to more than thirty words. The hand-built
lexicon of around 5000 words is somewhat tuned to this domain. The other aspect of the grammar which is partially
domain-specific are the weights which are associated with
rules and lexical entries in order to guide the parser so that
it can order possible analyses. In this application, some
utterances are ungrammatical because of restarts etc, or because of errors in speech recognition. These are dealt with
in Verbmobil by a component which attempts to reconstruct

Sentence
Would either Monday or Tuesday morning
of the next week work?
How did you say your Wednesday was, the twenty ninth?
Tuesday, the only time I would have
would be at three in the afternoon.
So if we can not make it on Thursday afternoon,
we will have to, you know, look for something.
Now that we have finished our last meeting, we need
to arrange another one within the next two weeks.
*So actually next the whole of next week is gone.
*And it is already been pushed off more than two weeks.
*How does Wednesday the twenty fourth after one o’clock?

Processing time (secs)
First parse All parses
0.3
0.6

Number of
parses
2

Number of
edges
671

0.6
2.7

0.8
4.0

11
78

658
2964

0.5

4.2

96

3464

0.4

17.4

128

8469

N/A
N/A
N/A

0.2
1.1
2.7

0
0
0

123
650
1222

Table 1: Examples of LinGO grammar coverage. Processing times are with the current internal version of the LKB system.

a valid semantic representation from the fragments that the
parser produces (Kasper et al., 1999).
Our second major application effort is to adapt the LKB
and the ERG for use in a speech prosthesis system, to be
used by people with disabilities to speed up their language
production so they can carry on more natural conversations
in a highly flexible manner. We are investigating an approach to generation which combines the grammar with
corpus-based word-frequency data and conversational templates. Applied to speech prostheses, it enables the production of full sentences from minimal user input in a contextsensitive way (Copestake, 1997). We expect that this approach can also be applied more generally for efficient production of formulaic text like the structured reports used
widely in business and government. It may also have utility
in computer-aided language learning, both for people who
are not fully literate, and those for whom English is not
their first language. The main difference from the Verbmobil project, as far as grammar development is concerned, is
that this system requires an open-ended lexicon.
2.4. Teaching
While the LinGO ERG aims for broad, precise coverage in realistic applications, the LKB platform is also being
used with smaller grammars more relevant for educational
purposes. Courses using the LKB have already been taught
for (undergraduate and graduate) students at Stanford, Ohio
State, North Carolina, SUNY Buffalo and Essex, and also
at the European Summer School for Logic, Linguistics and
Information (ESSLLI-98, ESSLLI-00). Undergraduate students at CSLI3 have also implemented the grammar developed in an introductory syntax textbook (Sag and Wasow,
1999) in the LKB system, and we are distributing this with
the aim that it be used as a basis for hands-on exercises and
experimentation.
The requirements for a teaching system are in some
ways more stringent than those for research. Although efficiency is generally less important (since teaching grammars tend to be small and to involve relatively little am3
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biguity), software reliability, debugging tools and ease of
use are more important, especially since beginning students
will typically be unsure of the formalism and are easily discouraged if a system behaves in an unexpected or unintuitive manner. This means that detailed and extensive testing is required on versions of the system which are used for
teaching. Primarily because of this, improvements in the internal version of the LKB are typically not reflected in the
public versions for some months, although we may move to
an approach where all releases are available, but some are
flagged as tested/major revisions suitable for general use.

3. Issues in collaborative development of
grammars
There has been a large amount of discussion recently
about the advantages of an open source model of software
development and the ways in which this is facilitated by
the increase in use of the Internet, so we will not repeat
any of those general points here. Instead we will concentrate on issues specific to the collaborative development of
grammars and the extent to which they can be genuinely
multi-purpose.
3.1. Evaluation technology
Evaluation methodology as it pertains to the LinGO resources has been discussed at some length in previous papers (Oepen and Flickinger, 1998; Oepen and Callmeier,
2000), so here we just highlight a few points. Obviously a
grammar must be tested in a manner which is realistic for
any application for which it is being used. This generally
involves collecting a testbed of inputs (utterances for parsing, semantic representations for conventional generation)
and checking that the grammar produces acceptable output
in a reasonable time. Although efficiency is partly the responsibility of the developer of the platform on which the
grammar is run, it is also partly the responsibility of the
grammar developer, since even the most efficient system
can be made unacceptably slow. Regression testing ensures
that coverage is not lost.
However, for development of a grammar that is intended
for use in multiple applications, it is crucial to ensure that

coverage is not unduly domain- or application- specific.
This means that the application-specific test suite has to
be supplemented by one which contains (hand-constructed)
examples which illustrate particular grammatical phenomena. For instance, the test sentence shown below would indicate whether the grammar could handle extraction from
prepositional phrases:
Which office does Jones sleep in?
The sentences are not supposed to be realistic but must
minimize ambiguity and use standardized vocabulary and
phrases in order to make the results as clearcut as possible.
This test suite should also contain negative examples, to
ensure that the grammar does not overgenerate. The CSLI
test suite (which is largely drawn from the HP test suite)
contains around 1350 sentences (about 400 of which are
ungrammatical). Again, this is used both as a target and for
regression testing.
The issue of evaluating the results of parsing a test suite
is complex, since hand-checking each result is too timeconsuming. We use derivation trees as one way of summarizing the results of a parse which is useful for regression
checking on the grammar, and especially for ensuring that
revisions to the parser have not created bugs. The MRS
representation allows a flexible way of checking semantic
structures for equivalence: ensuring that the underspecified
semantics is well-formed by constructing a scoped representation is also detects some grammar bugs.
Currently, the only way of checking generation in the
absence of an application which constructs input representations is to analyze a test sentence and then attempt to generate from the results. We are actively investigating more
satisfactory methods, but discussion of this leads into issues of defining interfaces for generation, which we cannot
explore adequately in this paper.
3.2. Collaborative grammar coding
Any grammar development environment should provide
explicit support for collaborative development. At a very
basic level, the LKB facilitates code manipulation by allowing the grammar source to be split into multiple files,
on the basis of functionality, for instance. We maintain
source files for grammars using the standard CVS source
control system, which allows multiple people to work on
the same file and automatically merges different versions if
the edits do not overlap. Although there is a possibility of
introducing errors in this way, we have found the process
works well if developers check in and update their source
reasonably frequently.
We have successfully taught many students how to use
the LKB system and develop small grammars, but the learning curve required to understand the LinGO ERG well
enough to collaborate on it is very steep. Several people have contributed substantially to the LinGO grammar
(see x6.), but only four of them have been in a position to
do large-scale work on the core grammar, though several
more people have been involved in more peripheral activities, such as adding lexicon.
We believe that our experience is reasonably representa-

tive. 4 It is often suggested that the problem with grammar
engineering is that there is a lack of modularity, but it is
not clear to us that this is correct. In software engineering
generally, there are two conflicting goals: it is desirable to
divide a task into components with hidden internal structure which can be developed independently of each other,
but it is also desirable to avoid duplication of functionality. Different programming languages emphasize different
paradigms: for instance, Modula-2 provided strong support for hiding data and functions but the object-oriented
programming language C++ emphasizes commonality instead (Stroustrup, 1991). Information-hiding is often referred to as modularity in the software engineering literature: this is a much stronger sense than the idea of simply
dividing up code. Some paradigms are more appropriate
than others for specific application areas: e.g., Stroustrup
argues that object-oriented programming (OOP) is more
suited to graphics than to classical arithmetic.
In our experience with the LinGO ERG and previous
grammar design work, commonality completely eclipses
information-hiding in grammar design. While generalization in software engineering is motivated by practical considerations of avoiding errors and time-wasting due to redundancy, in grammar engineering there is an additional
theoretical reason since a primary research aim in linguistics is capturing generalizations. Information-hiding is almost the antithesis of this, since it inherently involves having some parts of the representation which are only used
in specified subsystems of the grammar. Consider the discovery that a feature which is used in the description of
long-distance dependencies correlates with a phenomenon
in morphology. This would be regarded as good news
by a grammar developer and not as a failure of modularity, because it is a generalization that enhances the predictive power of the system. Furthermore, information-hiding
modules are only useful in software development if they
can be defined in the initial design, but they are inherently inflexible and therefore do not work well for more
exploratory programming.
Because we cannot isolate individual linguistic phenomena, we cannot expect someone to work on an analysis
without some knowledge of the rest of the grammar. But
there are other notions of modularity. As with OOP, the inheritance hierarchy allows developers to work on expanding leaves without affecting the more general nodes. Some
developers’ tasks primarily involve classification. For instance, a lexicon can be extended by someone with little knowledge of the grammar because they can copy the
classes allocated to words they know are similar. Similarly, a relatively untrained developer can add morphological rules, even though the morphology component cannot be a module in the information-hiding sense, because
HPSG is a monostratal theory.
The LKB system has extensive tools for developing
inheritance hierarchies. Unlike any other feature structure based system, it incorporates a fully order-independent
version of default unification (Lascarides and Copestake,
4
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1999). Currently the main LinGO ERG does not use defaults but Malouf has developed a version that does (Malouf, 1999), which demonstrates that it is possible to considerably simplify the type hierarchy. There is a trade-off
since the use of defaults means the formalism is more complex and less like HPSG as it is standardly presented. However, we believe that overall defaults make the grammar
much easier to understand. In fact, extensive use is made of
the default formalism in recent theoretical work on HPSG
(Ginzburg and Sag, to appear).
Despite the many aids to grammar engineering that have
been developed, we think that to some extent it just has
to be accepted that it really is inherently difficult. Grammar developers are attempting to construct a model which
mirrors (some aspects of) a real-world phenomenon which
is not at all well understood. Thus grammar development
is much more of a research enterprise than conventional
software engineering is. It necessarily involves frequent
redesign and recoding of large components of the grammar (within the boundaries imposed by the initial linguistic
framework).
As a first step to being able to work on the LinGO ERG,
any potential grammar developer needs to have a good understanding of linguistics in general and HPSG in particular. This imposes a high initial barrier, especially because
the HPSG framework changes rapidly: knowledge of the
standard references (Pollard and Sag, 1987; Pollard and
Sag, 1994) is only of limited use. Furthermore, even though
the formalism implemented in the LKB system is relatively
close to the formalism assumed in most theoretical work on
HPSG, there is still a considerable element of design necessary in order to actually get an analysis to work. However, the most time-consuming part of grammar development is not implementing the well-worked out phenomena described in existing work on HPSG, but extending the
analysis to deal with the constructions which are needed to
handle real text or speech. This involves considerable linguistic research, before any attempt at coding can be made.
It is also necessary to ensure that the result can be integrated
with the rest of the framework, which may involve nontrivial modification to the core component. The positive
side of this is that people who have sufficient understanding of linguistics to be good grammar developers find the
research component interesting and motivating. Similarly,
this is a good reason to develop a grammar using a framework that is relatively popular among linguists. In fact, to
the extent that the ERG is an embodiment of research on
HPSG, it is a desirable goal for students to gain detailed
understanding of a substantial portion of it, rather than being limited to a small module. Several linguistics papers
which have resulted from work on the LinGO ERG (Bender and Flickinger, 1999; Bender and Flickinger, in press;
Smith, 1999).
3.3. MRS representation
The MRS representation is used in the LinGO ERG and,
in a simplified form, in several teaching grammars. 5 MRS
is discussed in detail in (Copestake et al., 1999). Its most
5

A similar underspecified representation for use with typed
feature structures known (a bit misleadingly) as Underspecified

salient feature from the current perspective is that it is a
flat representation which uses explicit pointers to encode
scope effects which are represented by recursive structures
in more conventional formal semantic representations. The
use of pointers, called handles in MRS, gives us an easy
way of underspecifying quantifier scope. We have tried to
give an intuitive idea of this in Figure 1, although space
limitations preclude a detailed discussion. The LKB system contains a separate module for MRS processing, which
is independent of the rest of the LKB and has also been
used with PAGE. This module allows extraction of MRS
structures from a feature structure representation, scoping,
comparison, display etc. It also forms part of the LKB generator which accepts MRS structures as input.
We believe that MRS is a particularly suitable semantic representation for a general-purpose grammar because,
while it allows encoding of a full predicate logic representation with generalized quantifiers, it is trivial to ignore scope
representations and work with a subpart of the MRS which
is more like propositional logic. This is very useful for machine translation because it simplifies the specification of
the vast majority of transfer rules, while allowing for the
explicit representation of scope, if that should be necessary.
MRS thus offers the advantages of the forms of flat semantics advocated in (Phillips, 1993) and (Trujillo, 1995) without their loss of expressive power.
The way in which we use MRS in the ERG is designed
to be as uncommitted to specific semantic theories as possible, giving a very surface-oriented form of semantics. A
general-purpose grammar should encode enough information in the semantics to ensure that an application never
needs to see the syntactic representation. In our case, the
interface to an application is defined purely on the level of
the MRS representation. 6 In other respects, the semantic
representation should be as neutral as is consistent with the
demands of the syntax-semantics interface.
MRS allows other forms of underspecification besides
scopal relationships, since the MRS relations are in a type
hierarchy. A concrete use of this is that in MRS one can
specify a relation which is general between various temporal uses of prepositions, such as on and in as they occur
in on Saturday morning, in the morning etc. Preposition
choice here appears to be conventionalized, especially since
Saturday morning and the morning could actually denote
the same thing.
One advantage of underspecification in general is that it
allows a more robust approach to generation. For instance,
the module which constructs the MRS representation need
not make a choice about the preposition in the case discussed above. This avoids the possibility it will make the
MRS (UMRS) was developed for a German grammar at IBM Heidelberg. UMRS is described in (Egg and Lebeth, 1995; Egg,
1998). (Abb et al., 1996) discuss the use of UMRS in semantic
transfer (also see (Copestake et al., 1995) for semantic transfer
using MRS).
6
We actually relax this slightly in order to treat fragments of
sentences since we currently regard an atomic abbreviation of the
syntax of the phrase, such as NP, PP etc, as part of the interface.
In the future, we will also need to consider discourse information
and information structure more carefully.

every dog probably chased some white cat
Full
2 notation:
TOP h1

2

3

2

chase v rel
HNL h12 h

6

 every rel 


6
6
HNL h3
prpstn rel
dog rel
probably rel
6 LZT < HNL h1 ; 4 BV x4 5; HNL h8 ; HNL h9
; 6 EVENT e2
6
4
RESTR h5
SOA h21
INST x4
ARG h10
4
ARG1 x4
BODY h6

3

TENSE past
MOOD indic

ARG2 x13

2

3

some rel


 7
i 7 HNL
7
h14
white rel
cat rel
7; 4 BV x13 5; HNL h18 ; HNL h18 > 7
7
5 RESTR h15
ARG x13
INST x13
5
BODY h16

H-CONS < h5 qeq h8; h10 qeq h12; h15 qeq h18; h21 qeq h9 >

Unscoped form, abbreviated notation:
hh1; fh1: prpstn(h21); h3: every(x4; h5; h6); h8: dog(x4); h9: probably(h10); h12: chase(e2; x4; x13);
h14: some(x13; h15; h16); h18: white(x13); h18: cat(x13)g;
fh5 =q h8; h10 =q h12; h15 =q h18; h21 =q h9gi
Scoped forms:
prpstn(probably(every(x; dog(x); some(y; white(y ) ^ cat(y ); chase(x; y )))))
prpstn(every(x; dog(x); probably(some(y; white(y ) ^ cat(y ); chase(x; y )))))
prpstn(every(x; dog(x); some(y; white(y ) ^ cat(y ); probably(chase(x; y )))))
prpstn(probably(some(y; white(y ) ^ cat(y ); every(x; dog(x); chase(x; y )))))
prpstn(some(y; white(y ) ^ cat(y ); probably(every(x; dog(x); chase(x; y )))))
prpstn(some(y; white(y ) ^ cat(y ); every(x; dog(x); probably(chase(x; y )))))
Figure 1: Example of MRS representation produced by the ERG
‘wrong’ choice (i.e., one not licensed by the grammar). One
danger with this is that the input might be too underspecified, but the approach we are taking to this is to let corpus
data act as an oracle to guide a generator. Specifically, in
the context of the speech prosthesis project mentioned in
x2.3., the input to the generator may underspecify closedclass words, such as determiners. Although the grammar
provides some constraints (e.g. much may not occur with
plural nouns), a totally underspecified determiner would
generally result in generation of far more strings than the
application could plausibly require. Frequency information
from corpora can be used to make a best guess in an application such as this, where complete precision is not a
requirement.
We need to do more work to define appropriate generalpurpose interfaces to the semantics, especially for applications that use the grammar for generation. However, we
believe MRS will eventually be highly suitable as a representation for a shared resource grammar.

4.

Efficiency improvements via shared
resources

The LinGO ERG has been central in a collaborative effort to improve technology for processing HPSG (and similar formalisms). Until recently, it has been argued that
high-level grammar formalisms are too slow for real-world
applications. Groups from the DFKI, Saarland University,
the University of Tokyo and CSLI have collaborated on improving efficiency by using the LinGO grammar as a common reference point. All the sites used the [incr tsdb()]
system to measure various parameters in parsing with the
ERG on common test-suites. The LKB system was used
as a baseline to validate correctness. It was also used to
preprocess the type hierarchy and lexicon to avoid the necessity for each group to write a parser for the syntax used
in the ERG. Practically speaking, this is much faster than
attempting to get groups to agree on a common syntax for

3

the grammar definition files. Similarly, the other systems
have made use of various expanded forms of the grammar
that can be output by the LKB, enabling them to bypass
processing stages which are irrelevant for core parser comparison, such as expansion of the type hierarchy to form a
semi-lattice and morphological processing.
Some small changes to the ERG were made to allow this
comparison: for instance, there were a few places where the
LKB’s assumption that feature structures may not contain
cycles was used in order to rule out otherwise valid unifications. However, it was not difficult to remove these cases
and the ERG itself is now neutral with respect to cyclicity
assumptions in that it does not generate cyclic structures
(modulo bugs).
The combination of the LinGO ERG and the [incr
tsdb()] test-suite machinery has enabled much more detailed cross-platform performance evaluation on realistic
grammars than has previously been possible. The result
has been a combining of processing techniques developed
by the various groups to mutual benefit. (Kiefer et al.,
1999) is a partial report on some of this work; (Flickinger
et al., 2000) contains detailed discussions by most of the
participants in this collaboration. The LKB now incorporates techniques that were adapted from other systems, especially PAGE and PET (Callmeier, 2000).

5. Other collaborations and future work
In addition to the work on processing efficiency and performance profiling described above, the ERG and the LKB
also form the basis of well-established collaborations on extraction of stochastic lexicalized tree grammars (Neumann,
1997) and the integration with discourse models and pragmatics (Copestake and Lascarides, 1998). Emerging joint
projects include the adaptation of the ERG lexical type hierarchy to large English and Japanese lexicons developed
for MT in collaboration with Francis Bond and other researchers from NTT. We are actively investigating possible

uses of the LinGO resources with other CSLI industrial affiliate companies.
Both the LinGO grammar and the LKB continue to be
actively developed. Besides work described above, our current and planned research is focused in the following areas:

 extending the lexicon through adaptation of existing
lexical resources and through acquisition from corpora
 using corpora as an additional information source in
language generation
 incorporating statistical data derived from corpora to
cope with the ambiguity inherent in wide-coverage
grammars
 building exploratory grammars for other languages
and investigating the extent to which grammars can
be shared
 representing dialect variation in both the lexicon and
the grammar
 developing discourse models which interact with the
grammar in particular to allow treatment of fragments
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